Review and approve minutes
5 minutes

Vote on student status – U5, U6 seeking additional baccalaureate degree
U5 – additional baccalaureate
U6 – additional baccalaureate yr 2
5 minutes

Plan codes
15 minutes

Vote on
- HSC nonmatrics
- Additional code cleanup
  - Four plans with credential in description
  - East campus Nonmatric plans

Student Address Fields
30 minutes

- What issues do we have?
  - Student inaccurate local addresses
  - Student relationship between Dorm and Local Address
  - Confusion with description for “Home address” (does not include the word “permanent”)
  - Addresses are not validated against a postal database
  - No definitions for address types
  - Data owner unclear (who resolves bad data?)
  - Others?

- Potential solutions